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Traditional approaches to phylogeny reconstruction are based on multiple sequence alignment. For
the large amounts of sequence data that are now available, however, alignment-based methods are
too slow. Therefore, so-called ‘alignment-free’ methods for sequence comparison have become popular
in recent years [Vin14]. Most of these approaches represent sequences as word-frequency vectors and
compare these vectors to each other instead of comparing sequences position-by-position [SJWK09,
QLH04, CHL+09]. Such word-based approaches are much faster than alignment-based approaches, but
the distance values that they calculate are usually not very accurate.

In previous papers, we proposed to use spaced words in alignment-free sequence comparison. For a
binary pattern P representing match and don’t-care positions, a spaced word is a word with nucleotide
symbols corresponding to the match positions and wildcard characters corresponding to the don’t-care
positions of P . For the pattern P = 1100101, for example, AT ∗ ∗G ∗ T would be a spaced word with
respect to P . We showed that distances calculated from spaced-word frequencies are statistically more
stable and lead to better phylogenetic trees than distances calculated from the frequencies of standard,
contiguous words [LBH+14, MZHL15]. Even so, distances between spaced-word frequency vectors are
only to a rough measure of sequence dissimilarity. As with most other alignment-free methods, these
distances do not represent phylogenetic distances in a statistically meaningful way.

In a more recent present paper, we proposed to estimate phylogenetic distances between DNA sequences
– defined as the number of substitutions since they evolved from a common ancestor – by using matching
spaced words [LSJM17]. For a given binary pattern P and a set of genomic sequences, our algorithm
first identifies all spaced-word matches with respect to P . That is, we are looking for local, gap-
free alignment the same length as P with matching nucleotides at the match positions and possible
mismatches at the don’t-care positions. Below is an example of a spaced-word match between two DNA
sequences S1 and S2, with respect to the above pattern P = 1100101:

S1 : G C T G T A T A C G T C
S2 : G T A C A C T T A T
P : 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

Our goal is to estimate the distance between two sequences by looking at the aligned nucleotides at
the don’t-care positions of spaced-word matches; this can be seen as a generalization of the previously
proposed approaches Co-phylog [YJ13] and andi [HKP15].

If distances are to be estimated in this way, one has to keep the number of random background spaced-
word matches low. In principle, this could be done by using a pattern with a sufficiently large number of
match positions. Co-phylog and andi have taken such an approach. But this would, on the other hand,
reduce the number of homologous spaced-word matches, to the point that no homologies are found at
all. We are therefore using another approach to exclude random spaced-word matches: based on a
nucleotide substitution matrix [CYM02], we calculate a score for each spaced-word match, by summing
up the substitution scores of the nucleotide pairs aligned at the don’t-care positions, and we discard
all spaced-word matches with negative scores. Experimental results show that this way, one can easily
distinguish between homologous spaced-word matches and random background matches. This allows
us to use a pattern P with a small number of match positions; by default our patterns have 12 match
positions.



In addition, ambiguous spaced-word matches are discarded: for a pair of sequences, an occurrence of a
spaced word w in the first sequence is matched to at most one occurrence of w in the second sequence.
If a spaced word occurs multiple times in the same sequences, a greedy algorithm is used to obtain
a one-to-one matching of these occurrences. The spaced-word matches obtained in this way are then
used to estimate the fraction of nucleotides mismatches in pairwise alignments of the input sequences.
Finally, the usual Jukes-Cantor correction is applied to estimate for each sequence pair the number of
substitutions that have occurred since the two sequences evolved from their last common ancestor.

In our paper, we showed that phylogenetic distance values calculated with our approach are more
accurate than distances calculated with other word-based methods, even for large sequences with a low
degree of similarity, and that reliable phylogenetic trees can be calculated based on these distances.
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